SATURDAY,
AUGUST 3, 2002
Starting at 11 AM, gather at
Carnegie Park, Fourth & "J" Streets,
downtown Livermore
for a day of SPEAKERS and MUSIC including:

FUSAKO de ANGELIS
US/Japan No War Coalition
MEDEA BENJAMIN Global Exchange
LAURA WELLS
Green Party candidate for State Controller
ANGANA CHATTERJI
California Institute of Integral Studies
ZULFIQAR AHMAD
Nautilus Institute for Security and Sustainable Development
BARBARA LUBIN
Middle East Children’s Alliance
WILSON RILES JR. Community Activist
JACQUELINE CABASSO
Western States Legal Foundation
MARYLIA KELLEY Tri-Valley CAREs
PETER FERENBACH California Peace Action
HOLLY GWINN GRAHAM
LINDA HIRSCHORN
THE FUNKY NIXONS
CLAN DYKEN

FOR MORE INFORMATION: Livermore Conversion Project (510) 663-8065;
Tri-Valley CAREs (925) 443-7148; Western States Legal Foundation (510) 839-5877.
(Additional sponsors and endorsers on other side)
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